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Jump to content writers release recording sources of the chorus line is the stunning concept of music capturing the spirit and tension of Broadway chorus testing. Exploring the inner life and bittersweet ambitions of broadway professional performers, the show features one powerhouse
number after another. Memorable musical numbers include What I Did for Love, One, I Can Do It, In Ballet, Music and Mirrors and I Hope I Understand It. A brilliantly sophisticated fusion of songs, dances, and compelling authentic dramas, the chorus line was immediately recognized as a
classic. Professional artwork available to produce you from the chorus line! Concorde Theatres has teamed up with Subplot Studio to make high-quality artwork that matches your license. Promoting your show has never been easier! Read more at Subplot Studios. The off-Broadway
opening at the Public Theater on April 15, 1975, a chorus line originally played by Donna McKecheny, Sammy Williams, Robert Lpoon and Carol Bishop, was moved to the Schubert Theater on Broadway on July 25, 1975, and ran for 6,137 performances before closing on April 28, 1990. On
September 29, 1983, a chorus line became the longest-running show in Broadway history. In London, he performed 903 performances at the Royal Theatre, Dory Lane. In 2006, he was revived at the Gerald Schoenfeld Theater on Broadway and played for 759 performances. Role(s) for
Asian actor(s) role(s) for black actor(s) role(s) for Latino actor(s) cast strong role for leading man (star vehicle) strong role for leading woman (car star) college theater/student community theater professional theater choir line celebration it is unread heroes of American musical theatre: choir
dancers -- those brave, over dedicated, Low-paid, highly trained performers who back up stars or stars and often make them look even more talented than they are. It is also a celebration of the American musical itself. Kerr's line is also about competition, and the competition may easily be
the common name that catches the audience and keeps it made by the collective heart string until the final, final choice. For everyone, at another time or time, it put their lives on the line. We all compete, no matter what business we are in, for promotion, for attention, for affirmation and love.
In particular, a chorus line takes spectators through the final gruelling audition run by the director, Zach, for a new Broadway musical. At the beginning of the show, zach, the driven and forced worker, assembled the 30 semifinals and put them through a series of intense dance
compositions, including ballet and jazz. Soon he thinks the group will get to the final 16, eight boys and eight girls. They and the audience know that eventually the number will be cut in half, and Zach will choose only four sons and Girls will be in her new music. Instead of them reading a
short audition scene, Zach wants to clarify a personal history from each: how they got into the show business, why they became dancers, what their hopes, fantasies and dreams are. As he asks them individually, they react in every possible way, from bravado to leaning. From childhood
onwards, their memories emerge, combined in a series of musical numbers and seamless monologues, some humorous (dance: ten; it seems: three), some strong (in ballet), some of the band's memories when they all share their teenage experiences (Hello Twelve, Hello Thirteen, Hello
Love) and some intimate, as when he calls upon someone, his former lover who has returned from California for a chorus job after having an outstanding performer (music and mirrors). As their individual stories are in song (nothing) and in spoken words (Paul's monologue), by learning
dance routines that have their ability to perform as a faceless drill team (one), spectators, interference, as well as Zach, each of these It knows ambitious entertainers individually, so that by the end of the show, they can identify and root for their favorites as well as empathize with all of them
because they all need it -- they all want to work in their craft. The chorus line cracks out of the usual glossy behind-the-scenes music by providing a real picture of what it'd be like to be in theaters: captivating, yes, at times, but also hard, heartbreaking and sometimes even tragic, about Paul
being removed from the competition by sustained damage during a dance number (lion composition). After these brave dancers explain why they leave a life full of rejections and injuries (what I did for love), Zach makes his choice and removes the last group who reluctantly leave the stage.
The lights will soon fade over the remaining eight ecstatic dancers as they are told to prepare for rehearsals for their new Broadway show. They faded up as every performer came up now in full costume, last twisting, resurpearing to get an individual bow before joining together to perform
the end of The Shining Dance (one) and show exactly the talent it takes to make it to a chorus line.– James Kirkwood and Nicholas Dante running the audition (2 men)Zach — Director/ChoreographerLarry — Assistant Zach Audacity Actors (9 Women; 8 Men — Audition Number in
Prands)Cassie (No Number)Sheila (152)Val (179)Diana (2) Judy (23)Christine (10)Maggie (9)Bebe (37)Connie (149)Mike (81)Richie (44)Don (5)Paul (45)Mark (63)Wolf (67))Bobby (84)Ale (17)Others*(3 Women; 4 Men)Vicky (60)Trisha (131)Lewis (53) — Ballerina; non-speakingFrank (59)
— headband boy; Non-speakingButch (14) — non-speakingRoy (36) — wrong-arm boyTom (40) — counts with his mouth; non-speaking Singers/Dancers used in Band numbers, as offstage singers and as Understudies.Note: Because performers sing and dance on stage at the same time,
offstage singers are used for vocal support. However the audience should never be aware of additional readers. The original Broadway production had a cast of 26 presenters. The show has no dedicated chorus. No double was used. Time Period 1970s Setting A Broadway theatre, 1975.
Featuring contemporary dresses/street dresses, period dresses feature extra no intermission duration of 120 minutes (2 hours) of strong caution the mild language adult theme of one of the all-time Broadway greats, with more kicks than most other shows combined. - Time from the New
York Chorus Line is still one of those music you sings about to your grandchildren. It's an occasion of joy, a Broadway endorsement and a smoke-magnal to the world where music can touch unexpected depths in the human heart. - The New York Times staffer Michael Bennett has stood
the test of time. We are lucky to have the opportunity to see this singular feeling once again, no matter what. – Theatermania shockingness of the show is still affected... The play suggests that theatre is both a metaphor for life and a way to escape it, and there's something really moving
about the way it gives individual voices to performers who are normally just part of an anonymous group. - The Telegraph suggests remains a very powerful and influential piece of work: one of the all-time Broadway greats, with more kicks than most other combined shows. - Time of more
videos + Credit: Joan Marcus Credit: Joan Marcus Credit: Joan Marcus 1. I hope I get it – Company2. Emphasis: Morales – Orchestra 3. After opening: Line – Orchestra 4. Introduction: I can do that – Orchestra 5. I Can Do That – Mike6. Introduction: And ... - Orchestra 7. And... – Bobby,
Richie, Val, &amp; Judy8. Introduction: In Ballet – Orchestra 9. At the Ballet – Sheila, Bebe, &amp; Maggie10. Introduction: Song – Orchestra11. Sing – Kristine, Al, and Company12. Montage Part 1: Hello Twelve, Hello Thirteen, Hello Love – Mark, Connie, &amp; Company13. Montage
Part 2: Nothing – Diana14. Montage Part 3: Mother – Don, Judy, Val, Diana, Maggie, Cassie, Al, Sheila, Greg, Paul, &amp; Company15. Montage Part 4: Gimme the Ball – Judy, Greg, Richie, &amp; Company16. Dance: Ten; The Music and the Mirror – Cassie18. After music and mirrors -
orchestra 19. End of the Bridge Scene - Orchestra20. One – Company21. Tap Dance – Company22. What I Did for Love – Diana &amp; Company23. So what I love for - Piano Solo24. Bows (One)– Company Full Orchestration 1 Reed 1: Piccolo, Flute, Alto Flute (or Clarinet), Clarinet
&amp; Alto Saxophone 1 Reed 2: Piccolo, Flute, Eb Clarinet (or Flute), Bass Clarinet &amp; Alto Saxophone 1 Reed 3: Oboe (or Clarinet), English Horn (or Clarinet), Clarinet &amp; Tenor Saxophone 1 Reed 4: Flute (or Clarinet), Clarinet, Eb Contrabass Clarinet (or Bassoon), Bassoon
&amp; Baritone Saxophone 2 Trumpet 1 &amp; 2 (both doubling Flugelhorn) 1 Trumpet 3 (doubling Flugelhorn) 1 Trombone 1 (tenor) 1 Trombone 2 (tenor) 1 Trombone 3 (bass) 2 Percussion 1 &amp; 2: (1) Mallet Instruments: Glockenspiel Vibraphone Xylophone Chimes Timpani (2
drums) Bongos (2) Congas (2) Triangle Small Triangle Wood Blocks (2) Gran Cassa Tom-tom Tambourine Cowbell Maracas Cabasa Bell Plate Bell Tree (2) Trap Drums: Bass Drum Snare Drum Hi-Hat Cymbals Tom-toms (3) Floor Tom Triangle Wood Block Cowbell Keyboard 1 (multiple
registrations; principally Piano) Keyboard 2 (multiple registrations; principally Harp) Keyboard 3 (multiple registrations; principally Strings) Bass (Acoustic , Electric &amp; Bass Guitar) Musical StylePop/Rock, Contemporary Broadway Dance RequirementsDifficult Vocal DemandsModerate
Orchestra SizeMedium Chorus SizeMedium ©2020 Concord Theatricals /item/detail/K/A Chorus Line/4909057 Select a Product Full Song List WHO AM I ANYWAY CHORUS LINE) SURPRISE, SURPRISE HAMLISCH) at the BALLET DANCE: TEN; ,13 مالس مالس 12 , هس  دسر : یم  رظن  هب 
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